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Abstract
Nice slices have played a pivotal role in the discussion of the black hole information
paradox as they avoid regions of strong spacetime curvature and yet smoothly cut through
the infalling matter and the outgoing Hawking radiation, thus, justifying the use of low
energy field theory. To avoid information loss it has been argued recently, however, that
local effective field theory has to break down at the horizon. To assess the extent of this
breakdown in a UV complete framework we study string-theoretic effects on nice slices in
Schwarzschild black holes. Our purpose is two-fold. First, we use nice slices to address
various open questions and caveats of [1] where it was argued that boost-enhanced non-
adiabatic string-theoretic effects at the horizon could provide a dynamical mechanism for
the firewall. Second, we identify two non-adiabatic effects on nice slices in Schwarzschild
black holes: pair production of open strings near the horizon enhanced by the presence of
the infinite tower of highly excited string states and a late-time non-adiabatic effect intrinsic
to nice slices.
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1 Introduction
A complete understanding of the physics of observers falling into black holes requires a discussion
of the dynamics. Recent firewall arguments have suggested that in the presence of black holes
local effective field theory may be inconsistent with unitarity of the underlying full quantum
theory. Many ideas for resolving this paradox have emerged over the past few years albeit
mostly at the level of effective field theory rather than using a UV completion of gravity such
as string theory1. To resolve a paradox that suggests the breakdown of effective field theory
but whose arguments are based on effective field theory, it seems natural that one has to go
beyond the framework of effective field theory.2 A UV completion of gravity should then capture
the relevant degrees of freedom that either manifest themselves at low energies as the proposed
firewall or correct the na¨ıve low-energy picture.
1Notable exceptions include the fuzzball proposal (see [2–8] for reviews), the study of non-local effects from
sting field theory [9–12] and the related work of [1] on non-adiabatic string-theoretic effects near black hole
horizons which we investigate in this paper.
2A different approach is the recently proposed soft (gravitational) hair [13] which seems to invalidate some of
the assumptions made in Hawking’s original calculation that led him to conclude that information is lost.
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There are several known instances, notably in extreme environments, where effective field
theory does not capture the correct physics and a full analysis using a UV complete theory is
required. One such example is the pair production of open strings in the presence of external
electric fields [14]. Whereas in the weak-field limit one recovers Schwinger’s result [15], for
strong enough electric fields the string theory calculation shows that there is a non-adiabatic
enhancement as compared to the particle result. The Hagedorn density of string states constitutes
new UV physics that has to be taken into account in order to correct the effective field theory
result in the strong-field regime. This is a classic example where string-theoretic non-adiabatic
effects can exceed na¨ıve extrapolations of effective field theory.3
In order to identify the new degrees of freedom that may be relevant for observers crossing
the horizon of black holes and to examine their effects, in particular how dramatic the departure
from effective field theory is, requires studying more thoroughly the relevant aspects of the UV
completion of the theory. In this note we investigate string-theoretic processes in the background
of black holes and assess possible non-adiabatic effects that could trigger a breakdown of effective
field theory near the horizon.4
It turns out that the above example of open string pair production in external fields lends
itself to study certain non-adiabatic effects in black hole backgrounds. In [26] Bachas has shown
that the process of creating pairs of open strings in an external field has a T-dual description
in terms of open strings created between pairs of D-branes that undergo a large relative boost.
Incidentally, large boosts occur naturally in the background of black holes when trajectories
approach the horizon and one may wonder whether this can lead to non-adiabatic effects for
infalling observers?
Indeed, in [1] Silverstein has argued that large boosts may provide a dynamical mechanism
for firewalls catalyzed by late-time infalling observers. In a dynamical thought experiment one
imagines open strings stretched between D-particles moving on infalling trajectories in the black
hole geometry. At late times at least one of the D-particles is to fall into the black hole thus
playing the role of a late-time infalling observer. To address the question of whether an infalling
observer sees a departure from effective field theory upon crossing the horizon, in this thought
experiment, one computes the open string pair production rate. A non-adiabatically enhanced
rate as compared to the na¨ıve field theory expectation could enable an infalling observer to detect
a departure from effective field theory and perhaps even encounter a firewall.
The intuitive picture of strings extended between D-branes moving on trajectories in the
black hole geometry suggests a growing mass as they are stretched apart that can lead to a
non-adiabatic production. Estimating the rate of string production appears rather difficult at
first sight (the growth of proper length of the string na¨ıvely depends on the slicing which cannot
affect the physics). There exist, however, approaches that nevertheless allow to reliably estimate
the level of production rate such as the semi-classical worldsheet path integral method developed
in [1, 27]. This method has been tested in the near-horizon region of black holes which are
described by Rindler space (outside) and Milne space (inside), reproducing the flat space results
of [14, 26]. In [1] it was furthermore shown that using these methods to compute open string
3See also references [16–24].
4In [25] one of the authors studied whether the formation of a horizon could be avoided altogether through
quantum tunneling of matter (branes) into horizon-size microstate geometries. In this note we study another
tunneling process, namely that of pair creation of open strings in the fixed black hole geometry.
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pair production between pairs of D-branes on relatively relativistically boosted trajectories in
the Schwarzschild geometry can yield a non-adiabatically enhanced production at the horizon;
this effect was proposed as a dynamical mechanism for firewalls.
There are several issues that could affect (the interpretation of) the results of [1] which
therefore deserve further attention.
Applying the above method to compute open string pair production to the entire
Schwarzschild geometry is problematic. Schwarzschild coordinates do not capture the entire
spacetime and, moreover, are not smooth across the horizon. Therefore, in [1] the analysis was
carried out in a Gullstrand-Painleve´ slicing of the black hole geometry; these coordinates are
smooth across the horizon but eventually intersect the singularity. One may worry whether the
string action contains contributions from the singularity and if so whether these contributions
could be responsible for the non-adiabatically enhanced string production rate?
To avoid this potential problem, in the present paper, we investigate string production in a
“nice” slicing of the Schwarzschild geometry: nice slice coordinates are smooth across the horizon
and avoid the singularity. The notion of nice slices was first explicitly discussed in [9,10]5 in the
context of the information loss problem to circumvent several difficulties coming from potential
quantum gravity effects in black holes. Nice slices avoid regions of strong spacetime curvature
and yet smoothly cut through the infalling matter and the outgoing Hawking radiation so that
both sets of particles have low energy in the local frame of the slice and the use of effective field
theory to describe the evaporation process is (at least formally) justified. Since the nice slicing
of the black hole geometry was devised to provide a well-defined semi-classical description of
the near horizon physics, it would be surprising if we could see non-adiabatic effects, let alone a
firewall. Hence, besides avoiding a potential contribution from the curvature singularity in the
string production rate, we can also test the validity of effective field theory on nice slices. This
provides a separate motivation for the current work. Moreover, in contrast to the Gullstrand-
Painleve´ slicing, nice slices naturally introduce a well-defined cutoff surface, the last nice slice.
Hence, while we cannot define an S-matrix for infalling observers, there may nevertheless be a
way to define some sort of asymptotic in state (the infinite past far away from the black hole)
and asymptotic out state (the infinite future at the last nice slice inside the black hole).
To determine whether the non-adiabatic effects found in [1] are caused by the fact that
the Gullstrand-Painleve´ coordinates are not globally well-defined we apply the first quantized
method for computing string pair production to a nice slicing of the black hole geometry. We
find a general expression for the Bogoliubov coefficient for a given in and out slice in terms of the
boost and impact parameter between the D-branes and their energy per rest mass via the WKB
approximation. We identify the regime of parameters where the rate of open string pair creation
is enhanced. In the limit of both large and small ratio of energy per unit mass of the infalling
D-branes, strings are non-adiabatically produced. To better understand the implications of this
result we repeat the string production calculation in a nice slicing of the near-horizon region
which is given by Rindler space. As in the flat space result of [26] we find enhanced production
5The authors comment that the existence of such a set of surfaces is implicitly assumed in much of the existing
literature on black hole evaporation even if seldom spelled out. They cite their private communication with
R. M. Wald at the Santa Barbara ITP conference Quantum Aspects of Black Holes in June 1993 as the first
explicit construction of nice slices.
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for a large relative boost between the D-branes.
Although pair production rates are only defined globally, in [1] a local quantity, denoted
by ω2(T )/ω˙(T ), was introduced which estimates the magnitude of pair production at a fixed
time T . Based on this figure of merit, it was argued that there is a large non-adiabatic string
production rate when the second D-brane (serving as the late-time infalling observer) reaches the
horizon, and that this rate continues to grow inside the horizon towards the singularity. Since
this quantity is not covariantly defined one may worry that the conclusion one draws from it
depends heavily on the observer and the slicing one uses.
To address this issue we compute the figure of merit on nice slices and compare it to the
expression obtained in a Gullstrand-Painleve´ slicing. Interestingly, its evaluation at the horizon
in a nice slicing of both, the entire black hole geometry and its near-horizon region which is
given by Rindler space, yields an expression that behaves qualitatively like the one obtained in
a Gullstrand-Painleve´ slicing [1]. It thus seems that, despite being non-covariant, the figure or
merit serves as a reliable estimate for a qualitative measure of near-horizon (non-)adiabaticity.
In agreement with the first quantized method for computing string production, non-adiabicity
occurs for large energy per unit mass of the D-branes. A curious feature, however, is that in this
limit the relative boost between the pair of D-branes - which served as the original motivation
for studying possible non-adiabatic effects - drops out!
So far we discussed evaluating the figure of merit at the horizon as this kind of non-adiabaticity
would most closely resemble a firewall in the present context. Non-adiabatic string production
effects are, however, not restricted to the near-horizon region and, indeed, they grow towards
the singularity. Because Gullstrand-Painleve´ coordinates include the singularity, the locally
estimated figure or merit ceases to be a valid measure for non-adiabaticity at late times. On nice
slices, because they are smooth everywhere and avoid the singularity by construction, we can
reliably use the figure of merit to estimate non-adiabaticity so long as it remains small enough
for the WKB approximation to be applicable.
Contrary to the original expectation we, however, find non-adiabaticity in the nice slicing at
very late time where the time-dependent mass (or frequency) goes to zero leading to a breakdown
of the WKB approximation. The reason for the breakdown of the WKB approximation turns
out to be due to a not so nice feature of nice slices: accumulation. Because of the existence
of a last nice slice (recall that nice slices are constructed to avoid the curvature singularity)
there has to be an accumulation of slices somewhere in the black hole geometry. While this
accumulation effect cannot affect the local physics it will lead to a non-adiabatic effect in the
global pair production rate between the asymptotic in and out states. To illustrate this effect
consider, as an analogy, a putative transition in a harmonic oscillator between an excited state
with definite non-zero energy to a state with zero energy. The resulting divergence in the average
number of excited states is analogous to the non-adiabatic string production we find in a nice
slicing of black holes.6 We can explain this breakdown rather explicitly due to a nice feature
of our nice slice construction which is that we can model the time-dependent frequency by an
analytic function that takes the form of a hyperbolic tangent.7
6We thank Gary Horowitz and Mark Srednicki for discussion on this issue.
7This functional form is very powerful: when the frequency is an hyperbolic tangent the particle creation
problem (strings in our case) can be solved exactly, i.e. without the need to resort to the WKB approximation
(e.g., see [28]). We will make use of this property in § 5.3 when we attempt to solve the string production problem
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Finally one may worry that a large relative boost between the D-branes may produce strings
with size larger than the horizon scale which would invalidate an analysis that makes use of the
Hagedorn density of states computed in flat space. To address this issue we compute the size of
the open strings stretched between the D-branes. Our findings suggest that there exists a range
of parameters where the size of the produced strings remains small despite having large boosts.
This justifies our non-adiabaticity analysis.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In §2 we review some of the methods for com-
puting the production rate of open strings: the (non-covariant) real-time estimate ω2/ω˙, the
first quantized formalism introduced in [1,27] and the real-time string production method using
asymptotic in and out states. In §3 we introduce the notion of nice slices, first for the black hole
geometry in § 3.1 and then for the near-horizon region (Rindler space) in § 3.3, and compute the
relevant D-brane trajectories in § 3.2 and § 3.4. In §4 and §5 we compute the rate of open string
pair production in, respectively, Rindler space and the entire Schwarzschild geometry. In §6 we
compute the size of the produced strings. Finally in §7 we conclude with a discussion of our
results, their relation to other works in the literature and some open questions.
2 Open strings pair production and near-horizon boost
In this section we review some basic facts about strings in curved backgrounds and the methods
for computing the rate of open string pair production. We then discuss the dynamical thought
experiment first considered in [1] that connects possible non-adiabatic string-theoretic effects to
the physics of infalling observers in a Schwarzschild black hole.
2.1 String production in curved backgrounds
We start from the Polyakov action describing the motion of a string in a curved background
S = − 1
α′
∫
dτdσ
√−hhαβGMN∂αXM∂βXN . (1)
The spacetime equation of motion for the string wave function |Ψ〉, related to the Hamiltonian
constraint Tαβ = − 1√−h δSδhαβ = 0 that enforces reparametrization invariance on the worldsheet, is
Tαβ|Ψ〉 = 0 . (2)
For an arbitrary background metric this yields, in general, a complicated equation. However, for
spacetimes exhibiting enough symmetry and for simple enough string profiles, this wave equation
is simple enough to be solved using WKB techniques.
Take for example an open string in Milne space
ds2 = −dT 2 + T 2dY 2 + dX2⊥ , (3)
in the Schwarzschild geometry directly using a real-time method.
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and consider the Ansatz for the string profile
T (τ, σ) = T (τ), Y (σ, τ) =
ησ
pi
, X⊥(τ, σ) =
b⊥σ
pi
. (4)
In this case, the wave equation (2) yields
Ψ¨(T ) + ω2(T )Ψ(T ) = 0 , (5)
where ˙≡ d/dT and ω(T ) = 1
α′
√
η2T 2 + b2⊥. This describes a simple harmonic oscillator with a
time-dependent frequency ω(T ).
In this article, all of our equations describing strings in different background metrics will take
the form (5), albeit with different time-dependent frequencies ω.8 Also, if the Ansatz for the
string profile stretches the string along the symmetric directions of the spacetime metric, there
is no loss of generality by assuming such an Ansatz. It is worth noting that, after imposing the
Hamiltonian constraint which converts the Polyakov action into the Nambu-Goto action, and
integrating over the σ coordinate for our string profile, the action will always take the form:
S = − 1
α′
∫
dτdσ
√
−detGMN∂αXM∂βXN ≡
∫
ω(T ) dT . (6)
In the time regimes where ω˙/ω2  1, the wave equation can be solved, to good accuracy, by the
WKB wave function
Ψ(T ) ∼ 1√
2ω(T )
e−i
∫ T ω(T ′)dT ′ . (7)
Note that the phase in this solution is precisely the action in (6).
Consider now systems in which ω˙/ω2 vanishes for T → ±∞. If in the infinite past we
start with the pure positive-frequency solution Ψin(T ) given by (7), in the far future the system
will also be described by a WKB function, but now with a mixture of positive and negative
frequencies, i.e.,
Ψout(T ) ∼ α√
2ω(T )
e−i
∫ T ω(T ′)dT ′ + β√
2ω(T )
ei
∫ T ω(T ′)dT ′ . (8)
If the system starts in the vacuum state |0in〉, the number of strings created after the system
has completely evolved is given by the Bogoliubov coefficient |β|2 = 〈0in|a†outaout|0in〉. For each
oscillator level n, strings states have a degeneracy ρ(n) given by the number of partitions of n,
thus, the total number of produced strings is
Ntot =
∞∑
n=1
ρ(n)|βn|2 . (9)
There are various ways to compute the associated Bogoliubov coefficient β in the WKB approx-
imation. We now summarize the methods that we will later use for computing the rate of open
string production. For more details we refer to [1].
8See [29] for a similar approach based on string field theory computations.
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Real-time method. The real-time method for computing |β|2 corresponds to solving the wave
equation (5) exactly, and then matching such exact solution with the approximate ones given in
(7) and (8) in the far past and future respectively. Gluing these solutions gives the Bogoliubov
coefficients α and β. In particular |β|2 can be extracted by continuing the result T → e−ipiT :9
Ψ(e−ipiT ) = |β|2Ψ(T ) . (10)
In general the wave equation has to be solved numerically.
Saddle-point method. The first quantized method of [1, 27] to calculate string production
uses a saddle-point approximation as in [30,31]. The Bogoliubov coefficient can be computed by
a suitable contour integral of ω(T ) in the complex T plane. Namely it is given by
|β|2 ∼ e−2ImS , (11)
with the action
S =
∫ Tf
Ti
ω(T )dT ≡
∫ T∗
Ti
ω(T )dT +
∫ Tf
T∗
ω(T )dT . (12)
where Ti and Tf label the initial and final time slices. The string production saddle point of
the worldvolume path integral (with path integration over dT∗) is captured by a contour that
winds around the branch point T∗ where the frequency vanishes ω(T∗) = 0 thus implementing the
Hamiltonian constraint. The exponentially decaying form of (11) is of the tunnelling amplitude-
type we alluded to in the introduction section. The imaginary part of the action can be obtained
by integrating vertically from the nearest point on the real axis to the branch cut
ImS ≈ −2i
∫ T∗
Tre
ω(T )dT , (13)
where the nearest singularity is at T∗ = Tre + iTim. The length of the contour is of order ω/ dωdT
and so the imaginary part is of order ω2/ dω
dT
. For more details see [1].
Real-time estimate. We can also estimate |β|2 with the figure of merit
|β|2 ∼ e−|ω2/ω˙| . (14)
which is valid only when ω˙/ω2  1, i.e., when we are in the adiabatic regime.
Equation (14), more concretely the dependence of ω on T , appears to be at odds with the
definition of the Bogoliubov coefficient β being a constant. However, the real meaning of equa-
tion (14) is that it relates the transition between two adiabatic vacua, where the in vacuum is
defined in the far past (T → −∞) and the out vacuum is defined at an arbitrary intermediate
adiabatic vacuum at time T .10
When it is not possible to define an asymptotic out region because ω˙/ω2 not only fails to be
small at future infinity, but even blows up, we will rely on the estimate (14) to infer the number
of strings produced in the regions where ω˙/ω2 remains small.
9This trick also works for the approximate WKB solution (7).
10It would be interesting to apply to our problem the universal definition of time-dependent particle number
recently proposed by [32].
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2.2 The Gedankenexperiment
We now explain the Gedankenexperiment, first introduced in [1], in which open strings are
produced between D-branes moving in a black hole background. For definiteness, we consider a
four dimensional Schwarzschild black hole, whose metric is given by
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2 , f(r) = 1− r0
r
. (15)
In this background we prepare a pair of D0 branes at fixed radial coordinate r = R. First, at
t = 0 we drop the first of the D0 branes which follows the trajectory (t(r), r) of a particle freely
falling into the black hole. As the first D0 brane is falling, the open string stretching between
two D0 branes is expanding. Next, at t = ∆t we release the second D0 brane which follows the
time-shifted trajectory (t(r)+∆t, r). Since the time shift t→ t+∆t in Schwarzschild coordinates
(t, r) corresponds to the boost X± → e±∆tX± in the Kruskal coordinates (X+, X−), from the
point of view of the first D0 brane, the second D0 brane is highly boosted in the large ∆t limit.
Based on this simple observation and the result of [26] that the relative boost of two D-branes
leads to the enhanced production of open strings stretching between them, one may expect non-
adiabatic open string pair production that cannot be captured by effective field theory on the
fixed black hole geometry. Rephrasing the Gedankenexperiment in a “nice” slicing of the four
dimensional Schwarzschild black hole we will investigate the possibility of such a boost-enhanced
non-adiabatic effect. In doing so we will uncover a rather ugly feature of nice slices which presents
an obstruction to the use of effective field theory in describing the entire black hole evolution
process.
3 Nice slices and D-brane trajectories
In this section we will introduce the notion of “nice slices”. These foliate spacetime by a family
of surfaces that smoothly enter the horizon, avoid any singularities and are everywhere well
behaved (they are smooth, there are no large curvatures or accelerations, any matter must be
moving with modest velocity in the local frame defined by the nice slice) so that the physics
on the slice has a well-defined semi-classical description [9, 10]. We first introduce these slices
for Schwarzschild black holes following [33] and then repeat the same construction for Rindler
spacetime describing the near-horizon region. See Figure 1 for an illustration. We also discuss
the trajectories of free falling D-branes in the geometries which we will use in the calculations of
open string pair production in § 4 and § 5.
3.1 Nice slicing of Schwarzschild black holes
Let us illustrate the construction of nice slice in a four dimensional Schwarzschild black hole
with metric (15) following [33]. First we switch from Schwarzschild coordinates (t, r) to tortoise
coordinates (t, r∗):
ds2 = f(r)(−dt2 + dr2∗) + r2(r∗)dΩ2 ,
dr∗
dr
=
1
f(r)
, (16)
8
(a) Nice slices in Schwarzschild black holes. (b) Nice slices in flat spacetime.
Figure 1: Depicted in blue is a nice slicing of (a) Schwarzschild black hole and (b) flat spacetime.
where r∗ = r + r0log
∣∣∣1− rr0 ∣∣∣ in which the horizon r = r0 is at r∗ = −∞. We then go to Kruskal
coordinates
X± = ±r0e±x±/2r0 , x± = t± r∗ . (17)
The singularity is at X+X− = r20 and the future horizon is at X
− = 0. We use spatial slicings
for a given time T defined by
X+(X− + e−T/r0X+) = R2c , for fixed Rc > 0 . (18)
Different choices of Rc produce the following sets of slices:
• Rc = 0: Schwarzschild slicing (slices never cross the horizon)
• 0 < Rc < r0: nice slicing (slices smoothly enter the horizon but avoid the singularity)
• Rc > r0: natural slicing (slices smoothly enter the horizon but hit the singularity)
The inside of the black hole is described in nice slice time until T = ∞ which is at the (finite)
radius
r∞ = r0
(
1 + Productlog
[
−1
e
(
Rc
r0
)2])
. (19)
In terms of the Schwarzschild coordinates (t, r), the nice slice time T is obtained from (18),
yielding
T = t+ r∗ − r0log
[(
Rc
r0
)2
− er/r0(1− r/r0)
]
. (20)
Note that this expression is valid for both outside and inside the horizon.
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3.2 Trajectories in Schwarzschild black holes
Here we summarize trajectories of free particles, or D0 branes, in the Schwarzschild black holes.
The conserved energy of the trajectory is given by
E = mf(r)t˙ = m
√
f(r)√
1− (
dr
dt )
2
f(r)2
, (21)
where E and m are the energy and mass of the particle. The trajectory t(r) is obtained by
integrating
dr
dt
= −f(r)
√
1− f(r)
C2
, where C ≡ E/m . (22)
We consider a symmetric setup where the first D0 brane moves along (t(r), r) while the second
D0 brane moves along (t(r)+∆t, r). Because of the time translation symmetry of the spacetime,
if (t(r), r) is a particle trajectory, (t(r) + ∆t, r) also satisfies (22). Note that the log term in
t(r), which makes it blow up at the horizon, gets precisely canceled by the term r∗ in (20), thus,
making T (r) a smooth parametrization for physics across the horizon.
3.3 Nice slicing of Rindler space
Recall that the near-horizon region of a Schwarzschild black hole in the limit ρ2 = 4r0(r−r0) ≈ 0
is described by flat spacetime in Rindler coordinates
ds2 = − ρ
2
4r20
dt2 + dρ2 + dX2⊥ . (23)
To study string production between pairs of boosted D-branes crossing the Rindler horizon in
flat spacetime we adapt the construction from the previous section. First we change to light-cone
coordinates
X± = ±ρe±t/2r0 . (24)
Nice slices are then defined by
X+(X− + e−T/r0X+) = R2c . (25)
The nice slice time in flat space is given by11
T = t− r0log
[(
Rc
ρ
)2
+ 1
]
. (26)
11We denote the nice slice time in the Schwarzschild and Rindler geometry by the same letter, T , but this
should not result in any confusion as the discussions will be well separated.
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3.4 Trajectories in Rindler space
We will now specify the Rindler trajectory t(ρ). The conserved energy of the trajectory is given
by
E = m
ρ2
4r20
t˙ = m
ρ
2r0√
1−
(
2r0
ρ
)2 (
dρ
dt
)2 . (27)
The trajectory t(ρ) is obtained by integrating
dt
dρ
= −2r0
ρ
1√
1− ρ2
4r20
1
C2
, where C ≡ E/m . (28)
Note that C ≥ 1 and the range of ρ is restricted to ρ ≤ R = 2r0C. The trajectory of the first
D0 brane is given by
t(ρ) = 2r0
(
− log [ρ] + log
[
1 +
√
1− ρ
2
4r20
1
C2
])
. (29)
The trajectory of the second D0 brane is obtained by t(ρ) + ∆t. This completely specifies the
radial trajectory in nice slice time T (ρ).
4 String production on nice slices in Rindler space
We first illustrate the methods for computing open string pair production discussed in § 2 for
boosted branes in a nice slicing of flat spacetime in Rindler coordinates matching to the results
of [1, 26].
We want to compute the production of open strings between a pair of D0 branes moving on
constant velocity trajectories u = u0 + V v in Minkowski space
ds2 = −dv2 + du2 + dX2⊥ . (30)
The Minkowski and Rindler coordinates are related by
v = ρ sinh
(
t
2r0
)
, u = ρ cosh
(
t
2r0
)
. (31)
We consider a pair of D0 branes, with the open string endpoints at σ = 0, pi, embedded in Rindler
space as12
XM = (t, ρ,X⊥) , ∂τXM = (t˙, ρ˙, 0) , ∂σXM = (
∆t
pi
, 0,
b⊥
pi
) , (32)
where ∆t and b⊥ denote the separation of the two D0 branes in, respectively, time and transverse
space. The string action (6) becomes
S = − 1
α′
∫
dρ
√√√√−b2⊥
(
1− ρ
2
4r20
(
dt
dρ
)2)
+ ∆t2
ρ2
4r20
. (33)
12We will consider a different string profile in § 4.3 below.
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Using
ρ =
√
u2 − v2 , t
2r0
=
∆t
2r0
σ
pi
+ log
√
u+ v
u− v (34)
we get for the D0 brane trajectory in Rindler space
dt
dρ
= −2r0
ρ
u0√
u20 + (V
2 − 1)ρ2 . (35)
Comparing this with (28), and using C2 = 1/(1− V 2) and u0 = 2r0, the string action becomes
S = − 1
α′
∫
dρ
ρ
2r0
√√√√ b2⊥
C2 − ρ2
4r20
+ ∆t2 ≡
∫
dρω(ρ) . (36)
The string oscillator level n is captured by substituting b2⊥ → b2⊥ + α′n. In a nice slicing of flat
spacetime with respect to the nice slice time coordinate T defined in § 3.3 the string action at
oscillator level n becomes
Sn =
∫
dTωn(T ) , with ωn(T ) = − 1
α′
ρ
2r0
√√√√b2⊥ + nα′
C2 − ρ2
4r20
+ ∆t2
dρ
dT
. (37)
We can now compute the Bogoliubov coefficient for string production on nice slices in flat space-
time using the methods of § 2.
4.1 Real-time estimate
We can use the figure of merit (14) to estimate the level of non-adiabaticity at the Rindler
horizon. For large oscillator levels n the density of states behaves as ρ(n) ∼ e
√
8pi2n and the total
number of produced strings (9) becomes
Ntot ≈
∞∑
n1
e
√
8pi2n−|ω2n/ω˙n| , (38)
with ωn given by (37). Using the expression for T (ρ) from § 3.3 we get
dρ
dT
=
ρ
2r0
R2c
R2c+ρ
2 − 1√
1− ρ2
4r20
1
C2
. (39)
Note that while dρ/dT diverges at ρ = 0, the frequency ω(ρ) vanishes at the Rindler horizon so
that ω(T ) = ω(ρ(T ))dρ/dT remains finite. The figure of merit evaluated at the Rindler horizon
ρ = 0 is ∣∣∣∣ω2nω˙n
∣∣∣∣
horizon
=
4Cr0R
2
c (8C
2r20 +R
2
c) (b
2 + α′n+ C2∆t2)3/2 /α′
(b2 + α′n) (16C2r20(8C2r
2
0 +R
2
c)−R4c) + C2∆t2 (128C4r40 − 3R4c)
. (40)
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In the large C limit the contribution from the high n oscillator levels becomes∣∣∣∣ω2nω˙n
∣∣∣∣
horizon
∼
√
n√
α′C
R2c
4r0
. (41)
The total number of open strings Ntot produced at the Rindler horizon is non-adiabatically
enhanced for
C & R
2
c
8
√
2pir0
√
α′
. (42)
Recall that the estimate |β|2 ∼ e−|ω2/ω˙| is only valid for |ω2/ω˙|  1, which is indeed satisfied for
C of the order given in (42) as long as n is large.
To get a better understanding of this non-adiabaticity regime recall that in flat space we can
write C ≡ E/m = 1/√1− V 2. So, a large energy per unit mass, C & O(r0/
√
α′), corresponds to
a large D-brane velocity. It may not be too surprising that string production is non-adiabatically
enhanced in the extreme limit where the D-branes move with a velocity close to the speed of
light, V → 1,13 in particular, since in ultrarelativistic limit C  1 the geometry is described
by a gravitational shockwave.14 The estimate also suggests non-adiabaticity for more moderate
values of C, however, these values are coordinate and slice dependent.
To establish whether the non-adiabatic enhancement of string production is confined to the
Rindler horizon we can evaluate the estimate farther outside, say at ρ = γr0 for some 0 < γ < 2C.
At large oscillator level n, the large C limit gives:∣∣∣∣ω2nω˙n
∣∣∣∣
outside
∼ r0
√
n
4
√
α′C
(
R2c
r20
+ γ2
)
. (43)
Hence, for C &
r0
(
R2c
r20
+γ2
)
2
√
2pi
√
α′
string production is again enhanced. The non-adiabaticity is thus not
confined to the region near the Rindler horizon, at least in the large C limit.
4.2 Saddle point method
To capture string production in the first quantized method using a saddle point approximation
we need to choose the relevant contour and integrate around the branch points of ω(T ). Since
dρ
dT
is smooth in the range 0 ≤ ρ ≤ R = 2r0C we can replace the T integral by the ρ integral:
S =
∫ Tf
Ti
ω(T )dT =
∫ ρf
ρi
ω(ρ)dρ . (44)
The integrand has a branch cut between an integrable square root singularity at ρ∗,1 = ±2r0C
and a branch point at
ρ∗,2 = ±2r0
∆t
√
b2⊥ + C2∆t2 , (45)
13Already in [26] it was noted that string-production is non-adiabatic in that limit; the speed of light was
related to the critical value of the electric field in the T-dual description of open-string pair production.
14This observation is also relevant in the black hole case discussed in section § 5.2. We would like to thank Joe
Polchinski and Samir Mathur for discussion on this point.
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where ω(ρ) vanishes. In the nice slice coordinate T , we also have a zero of ω(T ) at T = ∞ in
addition to (45) but in this region nice slices pile up and the WKB approximation breaks down.15
The contribution to the imaginary part of the action capturing string production comes from the
part of the contour that goes around the cut between the branch point ρ∗,1 and the singularity
ρ∗,2. The result is
S = − 1
α′
∫
dρ
ρ
2r0
√√√√ b2⊥
C2 − ρ2
4r20
+ ∆t2 = i
pib2⊥
2α′η
, (46)
where we defined the boost η ≡ ∆t/2r0. The Bogoliubov coefficient is
|β2| ∼ e−
pib2⊥
α′η . (47)
Hence, there is a non-adiabatically boost enhanced production of open strings between D0 branes
moving on relatively relativistically boosted trajectories in a nice slicing of flat spacetime. The
result (47) agrees with the one found in [1].16 This is as expected since the result should not
depend on the slicing we choose.
4.3 Another string profile
To see whether non-adiabatic string production is a universal phenomenon in the boosted system
or not, we now consider a different string profile and calculate the production rate in the nice
slice coordinates (T,X+, X⊥). In these coordinates the flat metric is given by
ds2 = −dX+dX− + dX2⊥ (48)
= −e
− T
r0X+
r0
dTdX+ +
(
e
− T
r0 +
R2c
(X+)2
)
(dX+)2 + dX2⊥. (49)
The string profile we consider is
T (τ, σ) = T (τ) +
∆T
pi
σ, X+(τ, σ) =
a
pi
σ, X⊥(τ, σ) =
b⊥
pi
σ, (50)
where T (τ) denotes the trajectory of the first D0 brane and a denotes the separation along the
null coordinate X+. Note that this profile is different from the one considered in the previous
section, and is perhaps a more natural profile to consider with respect to the nice slices.
The Nambu-Goto action for the string profile (50) is given by
S = − 1
α′
∫
dτdσ e
−T (τ)
r0
(
aX+(τ, σ)
2r0pi
)
dT
dτ
,
= − ab⊥
2α′r0
∫
e
− T
r0 dT . (51)
15We will discuss this effect in detail in § 5.3.
16In [1] this calculation was performed in Milne space ds2 = −dT 2 + T 2dY 2 + dX2⊥ which is related to Rindler
space by T = iρ and e2Y = −et/r0 .
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Note that the action does not depend on the energy of the D0 brane C ≡ E/m or the boost ∆T .
The structure of the integrand ω(T ) is so simple that we immediately see that there is no branch
cut or singularity. Naively, we would therefore conclude that there is no string production.
On the other hand, if we compute the estimate (including the oscillator level n) we get:
ω2n
ω˙n
= −a
√
b2⊥ + α′n
2α′
e
T
r0 . (52)
The adiabaticity figure ω˙/ω2 diverges for late times T  r0 and the WKB approximation breaks
down. Hence, in the saddle point method we should bound the range of integration in (51) by
Tc beyond which it is no longer justified to use the WKB approximation. Then, the absence of
an imaginary part of the action is consistent with the adiabatic estimate (52).
At large oscillator level n the estimate becomes
ω2n
ω˙n
∼ e Tr0 a
√
n√
α′
. (53)
At fixed T for
a√
α′
∼ O(1) (54)
there is again non-adiabatically enhanced string production.
5 String production on nice slices in Schwarzschild
In this section we discuss the main problem of interest, namely string production in the back-
ground of a Schwarzschild black hole. As in flat spacetime we focus on open string pair pro-
duction from two boosted D0 branes that follow symmetric trajectories in the Schwarzschild
geometry (15) with embedding
XM = (t, r, x⊥) , ∂τXM = (t˙, r˙, 0), ∂σXM = (
∆t
pi
, 0,
b⊥
pi
) . (55)
The two D0 branes are separated in time by ∆t = 2r0η resulting in a relative boost η; they are
also separated by b⊥ in the transverse space. The on-shell action (6) for the string becomes
S = − 1
α′
∫
dr
√
b2⊥
C2 − f(r) + ∆t
2 ≡
∫
drω(r) . (56)
The string oscillator level is captured by substituting b2⊥ → b2⊥ + α′n. In a nice slicing of the
Schwarzschild black hole the string action at oscillator level n becomes
Sn =
∫
dTωn(T ) , with ωn(T ) = − 1
α′
√
b2⊥ + nα′
C2 − f(r) + ∆t
2
dr
dT
. (57)
We can now compute the Bogoliubov coefficient on nice slices in Schwarzschild black holes using
the methods of § 2.
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5.1 Real-time estimate
As in Rindler space we first diagnose, using the figure of merit (14), whether string production
is adiabatic or not by computing the total number of open strings produced at the horizon (9).
We consider strings whose size is smaller than the curvature scale given by r0.
17 We can then
use the expression ρ(n) ∼ e
√
8pi2n for the density of string states at large oscillator level yielding
Ntot ≈
∞∑
n1
e
√
8pi2n−|ω2n/ω˙n|horizon , (58)
where ωn is given by (57) and ˙≡ d/dT . At the horizon r = r0 the estimate is:∣∣∣∣ω2nω˙n
∣∣∣∣
horizon
=
4Cr0R
2
c(2C
2er20 +R
2
c)(b
2 + α′n+ C2∆t2)3/2/α′
(b2+α′n)(8C4e2r40 + 4C2(1−C2)er20R2c−R4c) + C2∆t2(8C4er20(er20−2R2c)−3R4c)
.
(59)
In the limit of large C the contribution from the high n oscillator levels becomes∣∣∣∣ω2nω˙n
∣∣∣∣
horizon
∼
√
n√
α′C
R2cr0
er20 − 2R2c
. (60)
Since Rc < r0 (this follows from the definition of nice slices) the denominator never vanishes.
The total number of produced open strings Ntot is non-adiabatically enhanced for
C & R
2
cr0/
√
α′√
8pi2(er20 − 2R2c)
. (61)
For Rc . r0 string production is enhanced for C & O(r0/
√
α′).
In the limit of small C the contribution from the high n oscillator levels becomes∣∣∣∣ω2nω˙n
∣∣∣∣
horizon
∼ 4√nC r0√
α′
. (62)
and the total number of produced open strings Ntot is non-adiabatically enhanced for C .
O(√α′/r0). Note, however, that C < 1 corresponds to the case where the D-brane trajectories
crossed (up to the impact parameter b⊥) before entering the black hole.
The non-adiabaticity conditions C & O(r0/
√
α′) and C . O(√α′/r0) are the same conditions
as in [1] where the figure of merit at the horizon was computed in a “natural” slicing (in the
above classification) using Gullstrand-Painleve´ coordinates. Since the quantity ω2/ dω
dT
is not
covariant, the condition for non-adiabaticity did not have to agrees in two very different slicings
of the Schwarzschild geometry. The fact that it does gives credence to the expectation of [1] that
ω2/ dω
dT
is a reliable estimate of non-adiabaticity. Note that in both, the small and the large C
limit, the relative boost η between the D0 branes has dropped out.
17We compute the size of strings along nice slices in § 6.
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5.2 Saddle point method
To capture string production in the first quantized method using the saddle point approximation
we need choose the relevant contour and integrate around the branch points of ωT = ω(r(T ))
dr
dT
.
Since dr
dT
is smooth in the range r∞ < r < r0 we can replace the T integral by the r integral:
S =
∫ Tf
Ti
ω(T )dT =
∫ rf
ri
ω(r)dr . (63)
The integrand has a branch cut between an integrable square root singularity at
r∗,1 =
r0
1− C2 , (64)
and a branch point at at
r∗,2 =
r0
1− C2 − b2⊥
∆t2
. (65)
The contribution to the the action that captures string production comes from the part of the
contour going around the cut between the branch point and the singularity and yields:
S = − 1
α′
∫
dr
√
b2⊥
C2 − f(r) + ∆t
2 = −i b
2
⊥pir0
2α′(C2 − 1)3/2√b2⊥ + (C2 − 1)∆t2 . (66)
The result, in particular whether or not the action has an imaginary part, depends on the values
of ∆t, b⊥ and C.18 For C > 1 or C2 < 1− b
2
⊥
∆t2
the Bogoliubov coefficient is
|β2| ∼ e
− b
2
⊥pir0
α′∆t
1
(C2−1)2
√
1+
b2⊥
∆t2
1
(C2−1) . (67)
One can include the oscillator level dependence by the replacement b2⊥ → b2⊥ + α′n.
There are two interesting limits we can consider: (1) the large boost limit ∆t → ∞ while
keeping the oscillator level n fixed and (2) the large oscillator level limit n → ∞ keeping ∆t
fixed. Note that these two limits correspond to different terms in the infinite oscillator level sum
in the expression (9) for the total number of produced strings.
(1) In the large boost limit ∆t→∞ for fixed n, the Bogoliubov coefficient becomes
|β2n| ∼ e−
(b2⊥+α
′n)pi
2α′η(C2−1)2 . (68)
For D0 branes moving on relatively relativistically boosted trajectories in a nice slicing of
the Schwarzschild geometry there is thus an enhanced production of open strings between
them.19 Using R = r0/(1− C2) in the C < 1 regime we recover the result (85) of [1]. Our
18It is interesting to note that f or 1− b2⊥∆t2 < C2 < 1 the action has no imaginary part.
19It is also important to mention that at large boost the backreaction of the open strings on the D-branes’
motion becomes relevant, slowing down the motion of the D-branes [16].
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expression (67) is more general. In particular, it contains the C > 1 regime.20 From (68)
we see that boost-enhanced non-adiabatic string production is even further enhanced when
the energy of the D-branes is larger than their rest mass, C  1. This effect is absent in
flat space where the D-brane velocity drops out (47).
(2) In the large oscillator level limit n→∞ with ∆t fixed, we get
|β2n| ∼ e
−
√
npir0√
α′(C2−1)3/2 . (69)
Notice that the result scales like
√
n and the ∆t dependence drops out in this limit consistent
with the real-time estimate (62). We stress that it is this limit which is relevant for
investigating a potentially non-adiabatic production rate. We again observe that Ntot
can be large (i.e. not exponentially suppressed) for large C independent of the boost
η = ∆t/2r0.
5.3 Real-time string production method and niceness of nice slices
To have a real-time description of the string production process that goes beyond the estimate
we now set up the string production problem on nice slices.
Asymptotic in and out states
To have a well-defined string production problem we need to show that the equivalent of well-
defined asymptotic in and out states exists for our string states. As described in §2, adiabatic
asymptotic vacua are well-defined as long as the adiabaticity figure ω˙/ω2 vanishes in the far past
and far future.
Using (20) and (22) to compute the asymptotic values of ωn(T ) we note that the function
dr/dT goes to the constant value
√
C2 − 1/C for T → −∞ and approaches zero for T → ∞.
The asymptotic values of ωn(T ) in the far past, ω
in
n , and far future, ω
out
n , are then given by
ωinn =
√
b2⊥ + α′n+ (C2 − 1)∆t2
C
, ωoutn = 0 . (70)
Therefore, we immediately see a potential problem at future infinity: while ω˙n vanishes for
T → ∞, so does ω2n. At the end of this section we will see that this is a direct consequence of
the fact that nice slices accumulate as T →∞. Hence we need to address the actual behavior of
the figure ω˙/ω2 at late times. In Figure 2 (a) we plot ω(r(T )) which is obtained by inverting the
nice slice time T (r) (20) numerically. Its shape is determined by dr/dT plotted in Figure 2 (b).
20In [1] it was noted that in the C > 1 regime the branch point and singularity, r∗,1 and r∗,2, are located
on the negative real axis and it was argued that this computation would be out of the regime of control and
beyond the timescale of interest for the question of near-horizon non-adiabaticity. While one may worry about
the issue of regime of control for coordinates that intersect the singularity at r = 0 such as the Gullstrand-Painleve´
coordinates, we do not think that this is an issue for our nice slices which avoid the singularity. Performing the
saddle point calculation then amounts to the mathematical prescription of deforming the contour in the complex
plane and our result should be meaningful so long as we avoid the singularity.
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Figure 2: The behavior of (a) ω2(T ) and (b) dr/dT for the choice of parameters: α′ = 1, n = 105,
r0 = 500, Rc = 499, C = 300, ∆t = 10, b = 5, R = 2× 104. The blue segment corresponds to the region
outside the horizon region while the orange segment corresponds to the region inside the horizon.
Analytic model
We just argued that having the frequency go too rapidly to zero at late times could be problem-
atic. We can illustrate its the implications on pair production with the following analytic model.
Consider a massive quantum field with mass M in an isotropic time-dependent background. Its
equation of motion can be written as
φ¨k + Ω
2
k(T )φk = 0 , (71)
where ˙≡ d/dT and k denotes the magnitude of the spatial momentum. Our nice slice frequency
ωn(T ) shares similar features with this model if we take
Ω2k(T ) = k
2 +M2(1− tanh(γT )) . (72)
This quantum mechanical system behaves as a simple harmonic oscillator with frequencies
Ωink =
√
k2 + 2M2 and Ωoutk = |k| , (73)
in the infinite past and infinite future respectively. Note that in contrast to our problem on
nice slices where ωoutn = 0, in this model we have a non-vanishing out frequency Ω
out
k = |k| > 0
instead. The Bogoliubov coefficients αk and βk relate the in and out Fock states, and if the
system starts in the vacuum |0in〉, the mean value of particles created in the out k-mode is given
by
〈0in|Noutk |0in〉 = |βk|2. (74)
For the system defined by (72) one can actually compute βk exactly
21 yielding
|βk|2 = sinh
2(pi(Ωout − Ωin)/2γ)
sinh(piΩin/γ) sinh(piΩout/γ)
. (75)
21See, for instance, section 3.4 in [28].
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To mimic our system in nice slices, where ωoutn = 0, we take the |k| → 0 limit and we see that
|βk|2 diverges as
|βk|2 ≈ γ
2pi
tanh
[
piM√
2γ
]
1
k
+O(1) . (76)
Therefore, if we interpret k as a regulator for the vanishing frequency at future infinity, removing
the regulator yields an infinite number of produced particles!22 Hence, we might argue that the
result (76) applied to our string production problem implies that effective field theory breaks
down at late times on nice slices. This conclusion, however, turns out to be premature. In
our string production problem we do not have exact expressions like (75) but only WKB (i.e.
adiabatic) approximations. In our analytic model where the WKB approximation is controlled
by |Ω˙k/Ω2k|  1 we have
|Ω˙k/Ω2k| =
γM2 sech2(γT)
2 (k2 +M2(1− tanh(γT )))3/2
. (78)
Thus the WKB limit is equivalent to taking γ ∼ 0 keeping all other parameters fixed. The
leading behavior in the WKB approximation is given by [30,31]
|βk|2WKB ' e−piT
im∗ Ωk(T re∗ ) . (79)
Here T∗ = T re∗ + iT
im
∗ is the location in the complex plane where Ωk(T ) vanishes.
23 Solving
Ωk(T∗) = 0 we obtain
T∗ = T re∗ + T
im
∗ =
1
2γ
[
log
(
k2/M2 + 2
k2/M2
)
± ipi
]
. (80)
yielding
|β|2WKB ' e
−pi2|k|
2γ
√
2− k2
k2+M2 . (81)
The WKB result for the Bogoliubov coefficient is exponentially small in the adiabatic regime
defined by γ ∼ 0 and for |k| > 0 as it should be. From this we immediately see that taking the
k → 0 limit is inconsistent with the WKB approximation. Indeed for all γ, no matter how small,
taking k = 0 will make the adiabaticity figure (78) eventually become large in the future when
T  1/γ.
This simple analytic model shows that results based on the WKB approximation break down
in the asymptotic regimes when the value of the frequency approaches zero too fast. For our
string production problem this means that the out state is strictly speaking not well-defined and
we cannot compute |βn|2 by solving the wave equation (5) for the nice slice frequency ω(T ). This
22Note, however, that the total number of particles produced is still finite once we integrate over all the k-modes:
Ntot ∼
∫
ddk|βk|2 ∝
∫ 
0
dk
kd−1
k
+
∫ ∞

dkkd−1|βk|2 <∞ for d > 2 . (77)
23Since Ω(T ) > 0 for all real T , all its zeroes are located in the complex plane. The expression (79) gives
essentially the same answer as the one described in the saddle point method in (11)-(13).
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forces us to define our out vacuum at some intermediate time. For such purpose we use the
definition of adiabatic vacuum, which is well defined provided that ω˙/ω2 remains small enough.24
Late-time non-adiabaticity and breakdown of WKB
We now investigate the physical origin of the breakdown of the WKB approximation at late
times on nice slices and estimate whether there is, nevertheless, a non-adiabatic string production
within the WKB regime of validity. At late times T  r0 the adiabaticity figure of merit at
leading order grows as
ω˙n
ω2n
∼ R
2
cr∞e
T/r0
r0(r0−r∞)
α′ (X
+)2
√
b2+α′n
C2−f(r∞) + ∆t
2
∼ eT/r0
√
α′
r0
C√
n
. (82)
where in the last step we have taken the large n limit. This is illustrated in Figure 3 for fixed
oscillator level n.
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Figure 3: The blue (orange) segment corresponds to ω˙/ω2 as seen by the second infalling D0 brane from outside
(inside) the horizon. Note that the D0 brane can get well inside the horizon while still being within the WKB
regime (ω˙/ω2 . O(10−3)), therefore, we still trust the WKB estimate past the horizon. The parameters used are
the same ones as in Figure 2.
For large enough
C & O(r0/
√
α′) , (83)
the figure of merit (82) suggests non-adiabatic string production. Since the total number of
strings produced at horizon crossing is already non-adiabatic in this limit, as suggested by (62),
this number will continue to grow inside the black hole.
24It would be interesting to apply to our problem the universal definition of time dependent particle number
recently proposed in [32].
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We already know that there is a limit to the validity of the WKB approximation at late
times and we now discuss its origin. Recall that ω(T ) = ω(r)dr/dT with ω(r) → ω(Rc) going
to a constant at late times. The late-time behavior of ω(T ) is thus entirely due to the late-time
behavior of dr/dT :
dr
dT
∼ e−T/r0 → 0 . (84)
Hence ω(T )→ 0 as T →∞. Moreover, the WKB figure
ω˙
ω2
∼ e
−T/r0
e−2T/r0
∼ eT/r0 , (85)
diverges at late times thus signaling the breakdown of the WKB approximation. But this behavior
of the trajectory r(T ) follows from the very definition of nice slices: The nice spatial slices
accumulate at late times near the last nice slice at r∞!
One may wonder whether this is a peculiar feature of the nice slices construction we are
using. The accumulation effect can be traced back to the exponential e−T/r0 in the definition
of nice slices (51). To determine whether a different choice of T dependence could avoid the
accumulation effect we can replace the exponential in (51) by a general function N(T ) with the
constraint that N(T ) → 0 at late times T → ∞ (to avoid the singularity). One finds that
ω˙/ω2 ∼ d
dT
(1/N˙), and requiring this to vanish at late times is incompatible with N → 0. Thus,
we conclude that the accumulation necessarily implies the breakdown of WKB at late times
irrespective of the choice of nice slice construction.
To estimate the total number of strings produced we can still use the result (82) so long as we
make sure that we evaluate it at times T < Tc while the WKB approximation is still valid. For
large enough Tc, there are always terms in the oscillator sum for which this is true. These terms
correspond to high oscillator level n > nc for which the density of string states ρ(n) ≈ e
√
8pi2n. To
compute the total number of strings produced we can thus split the oscillator sum in two pieces:
Ntot ≈
nc∑
n=1
ρ(n)e−|ω
2
n/ω˙n| +
∞∑
nc
e
√
n(
√
8pi2−c) , (86)
where the constant c is a combination of the parameters b⊥,∆t, C, r0. The first sum is not
amenable to the WKB approximation. The second sum, on the other hand, is: If the constant
c .
√
8pi2, then the second sum in (86) yields non-adiabatic string production no matter what
the value of first sum in (86) is. Hence, if we are interested in evaluating the figure of merit at
intermediate times, e.g. when the second D0 brane crosses the horizon, we can always find a
regime where ω˙/ω2  1 and so we can trust the WKB approximation and define an adiabatic
vacuum at the horizon (as discussed e.g. in section 3.5 of [28]).
To extend the regime of validity of the WKB approximation to the asymptotic future we need
a regulator for the vanishing asymptotic frequency ωout. The harmonic oscillator model has such
a natural regulator: the spatial momentum k of the particle. What would provide such a the
regulator in the string production problem on nice slices? The frequency ω(T )→ 0 at late times
because the nice slices accumulate dr/dT ∼ e−T/r0 → 0. To compensate for this exponential
factor we could attempt to promote the string tension Ts = 1/2piα
′ to a function of time25 so
25We would like to thank Eva Silverstein for this suggestion.
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that Ts ∼ eT/r0 at late times. This could be achieved in a D-brane compactification where the
string descends from a D-brane wrapping an internal cycle that shrinks at late times. In that
case, however, the mass of the infalling D0 branes
m =
1
gs
√
α′
∼ e
T/2r0
gs
, (87)
grows exponentially at late times implying a large backreaction effect. A logical conclusion of
these considerations might be that the late-time breakdown of the WKB approximation is in-
evitable and one therefore cannot set up the string production problem within this approximation.
It would be interesting to study this issue further.
6 Size of open strings
In order to justify our non-adiabaticity analysis using the Hagedorn density of string states for
large oscillator level, namely the expression ρ(n) ∼ e
√
8pi2n, in computing (58) we need to make
sure that the spatial extent of the produced open strings is small compared to the horizon scale.
In this section we calculate the typical size of a string stretched between the pair of D0 branes
along the nice slice defined by the fixed nice slice time T∗. For the sake of simplicity, we study
this problem in Rindler space.
Figure 4: The blue, yellow and green lines correspond, respectively, to slices of constant nice slice time T ,
Schwarzschild time t and radial coordinate r. The trajectories of the two D-branes are shown in black with the
red segment representing the open strings stretched between the D-branes at fixed nice slice time T∗.
Using the line element of the Rindler space on the nice slice, the size L of the produced open
strings on a fixed nice time slice T∗ is computed from
L =
∫ X+B
X+A
√
e
−T∗
r0 +
R2c
(X+)2
dX+ , (88)
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with the end points,
X+A = R
′e
t(R′)
2r0 , X+B = Re
∆t
2r0 . (89)
Let us consider the case where the first D0 brane is dropped from the radial location R at
Schwarzschild time t = 0, while the second D0 brane remains at R; the temporal separation
between the branes then defines the boost. Let us denote the coordinates of the first and second
D0 brane by (t(R′), R′), (∆t, R), respectively.26 Since these two D0 branes are on the same nice
slice, we have
T∗ = T (∆t, R) = T (t(R′), R′), (90)
where T (t, ρ) is given by
T (t, ρ) = r0 log
 et(ρ)/r0(
Rc
ρ
)2
+ 1
 . (91)
We can solve (90) in the limit C →∞ for the location of the first D0 brane:
R′2 = (R2 +R2c)e
−∆t
r0 −R2c . (92)
Now that we have specified the positions of both D0 branes (89) on the nice slice defined by
T∗ we can evaluate (88). In figure 5 we plot the dependence of the string size L on the boost ∆t,
both normalized by r0.
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Figure 5: Typical size of a string stretched between two D0 branes for the parameters R = 2, r0 = 10, Rc = 1/2
and C = 1000.
From (92) we see that so long as the boost satisfies
∆t ≤ r0log
[
1 +
(
R
Rc
)2]
, (93)
the size of the stretched strings remains smaller than the horizon scale and, hence, the use of the
string density ρ(n) ∼ e
√
8pi2n in computing the string production rate is justified.
26t(ρ) is the trajectory of the free falling particle in the Rindler space.
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Recall that here we have restricted ourselves to the near-horizon region for ease of calculation.
This is a good approximation for estimating the string size in the full black hole geometry
provided that the separation of its end points in the Rindler coordinate is within the range
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 2r0C. By choosing C large enough we can drop the D-branes from larger and larger
values of R. Equation 93 then implies that we can make the boost relativistically large, and thus
have a non-adiabatic enhancement in (68), while keeping the string size small. This shows that
our non-adiabaticity analysis is consistent.
7 Discussion
We now discuss the interpretation of our results and their implications for effective field theory
on nice slices.
The notion of nice slices was originally introduced in [9,10] in the context of the information
paradox as a way to avoid the discussion of trans-Planckian physics. To derive Hawking radiation
in a Hamiltonian framework entirely within low-energy field theory the spacelike slices, on which
the state is defined and pushed forward, have to be sufficiently well-behaved. Assuming that
low energy field theory knows its own range of validity there seems to be no room for stringy
effects. Indeed there are no large local invariants in the classical black hole geometry. On the
other hand, the recent firewall discussion (see the original AMPS paper [34] and the references
who cite them) and the preceding work by Mathur [35] have taught us that local effective field
theory with a smooth horizon and unitarity of black hole evaporation are incompatible. To avoid
information loss, at least its concise version using the strong subadditivity theorem, one may
either give up the smooth horizon and look for a string theory realization of the new degrees of
freedom at the horizon-scale or invoke non-local effects.27
In this work we followed a more conservative route, based on the observations in [1], and
studied stringy-theoretic effects on nice slices in the classical background of a Schwarzschild
black hole. A one-loop string process capturing open string pair production is found to give
rise to non-adiabatically enhanced effects. For some regime of parameters of the infalling D-
brane system we find that the figure of merit (62) and the saddle point result (68) are enhanced,
essentially due to the Hagedorn density of string states. At late nice slice time we find that
due to an accumulation of slices the system becomes non-adiabatic. These effects suggests a
breakdown of effective field theory on nice slices catalyzed by the late-time infalling observer.
We now interpret our results and discuss their potential implications. Finally we will conclude
our discussion by commenting on the relation to other works in the literature.
(i) Non-adiabaticity from Hagedorn density of string states. In the body of the
paper, we employed the strongest form of non-adiabaticity, namely, a large total number
Ntot =
∑
n ρ(n)|βn|2 of open strings created. This requires that the figure of merit ω2n/ω˙n
grows slower than logarithm of the density of string states ρ(n). We found that this is possible
when the energy E of the two infalling D-branes is large compared to their rest mass m, with
27Looking for horizon-scale structure is being pursued in the fuzzball programme while non-local effects are
invoked to different degrees in various proposals including [36–38]. The proposal of [11, 12] may fit somewhere
in between.
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their ratio being typically of order C ≡ E/m & O(r0/
√
α′). This is in agreement with [1].
For ultrarelativistic D-branes the resulting geometry is a gravitational shockwave which may
explain the enhanced string production for C  1. We also find non-adiabatic production for
C . O(√α′/r0) but recall again that for C < 1 the D-brane trajectories crossed before entering
the black hole.
Note that for both, the large and the small C limit, the relative boost η ≡ ∆t/2r0 between the
D-branes drops out. This is rather curious as the large boost which naturally arises in the near-
horizon region of black holes was the original motivation for setting up the Gedankenexperiment
- with the expectation that string creation is much more enhanced than the na¨ıve extrapolation
from local effective field theory would suggest.
While our results may to some extent be interpreted as a breakdown of effective field theory on
nice slices near the horizon of black holes, they may not immediately be connected to the firewall.
One reason is that the onset of non-adiabaticity is not confined to the near-horizon region. As
we showed in § 4.1 string production can be enhanced farther outside the horizon with the onset
of non-adiabaticity determined by the parameters of the system. Perhaps unsurprisingly, string
production gets further enhanced inside the horizon. Another reason is that, in the way the
Gedankenexperiment is set up, a potentially non-adiabatic effect as seen by the late infalling
observer (modeled by the second D-brane) depends on having an earlier infalling system (the
first D-brane). Moreover, the non-adiabatic enhancement of open string pair production only
seems to occur in extreme kinematic regimes and is thus not a feature of generic choices of
parameters. One may get around these restrictions in other systems but it remains to be seen
whether string-theoretic effects like the one considered here can provide a generic dynamical
mechanism for a breakdown of effective field theory.
Besides the strong version of non-adiabaticity just discussed there is the possibility of a weaker
version. For example, one can argue that there is significant string production if the total mass
of the produced strings is larger than the black hole mass:
M2tot =
∞∑
n
ne
√
8pi2n−|ω2n/ω˙n| ∼M2BH . (94)
In that case we need to take backreaction effects serious and the analysis based on a fixed
background breaks down. It is not clear to us whether this type of non-adiabaticity is genuine
stringy physics or can be captured by effective field theory. In any case it would be an interesting
future problem to elaborate this possibility further.
(ii) Non-adiabaticity from accumulation of nice slices. In a nice slicing of the black
hole geometry we expect that the use of effective field theory is justified because it avoids the
black hole singularity and, generally, regions of large spacetime curvature. Our results, however,
imply that this is not the case. In § 5.3 we found that at late times string production becomes
non-adiabatic and eventually the WKB approximation breaks down. We explained that this
breakdown is due to an accumulation of nice slices near the last nice spatial slice.
The appearance of highly excited states due to the accumulation is understood by the
usual uncertainty argument. Let Et, and ∆t be the energy and time displacement mea-
sured in Schwarzschild coordinates and ET and ∆T be those in nice slice coordinates. Since
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∆t = f(T )∆T , where f(T ) → 0 at late time T → ∞, a typical excitation on the nice slice
becomes lighter eventually i.e., ET = f(T )Et → 0 even though the energy in the Schwarzschild
coordinate Et is originally very large. In particular, heavy stringy modes become light in the
late time limit, hence the production rate is non adiabatically enhanced.
We suspect that this kind of breakdown of effective field theory not only happens in our
particular construction, but is a generic feature of nice slices. This is because in order to avoid the
black hole singularity the slices must accumulate somewhere in the spacetime, therefore ω2/ω˙ = 0
at the last nice slice. The place where the accumulation occurs depends on the particular
construction and so the on-set of non-adiabaticity and WKB breakdown is coordinate dependent.
Or course, we are not claiming that accumulation has locally detectable physical consequences.
Indeed one may avoid accumulation by going to a different (non-nice) slicing. However, in that
case one has to face the singularity that one inevitably encounters. Our observation here merely
is that even though nice slices are most suited to describe the black hole evolution, effective
field theory inevitably breaks down due to the accumulation of slices regardless of choice of nice
slicing. One may be tempted to conclude that to be able to fully describe the evaporation process
and to address the information loss problem we need to better understand the relevant aspects
of full fledged quantum gravity.
(iii) Relation to other works. Our result that the highly excited string states modify the
low energy effective description on nice slices bears a resemblance to other works in the literature.
In [9, 10] it was argued that the relative Lorentz boost of the infalling body and asymptotic
observer gives rise to large non-local invariants which could invalidate low energy effective field
theory. Commutators of low energy fields in string field theory on nice slices were found to be
non-vanishing even when the operators were spacelike separated - contrary to the behavior of
the commutators in local field theories. From this the authors argued that the correct effective
field theory in the black hole geometry must contain highly non-local states of extremely massive
strings stretched between distant points on the nice slice. The effects of these stringy modes
becomes especially significant in the late time limit where the mass squared becomes trans-
Planckian while the nice-slice energy remains low. While such an effect would invalidate the
use of low energy field theory on nice slices it has, to the best of our knowledge never been
fully settled whether this is a real effect or a gauge artifact. However, their picture is consistent
with the results of this paper that highly excited string states should be included in the low
energy effective description derived from string theory. We found that the figure of merit grows
exponentially in time for every string mode, therefore the appearance of these highly excited
strings at late time in the effective theory is unavoidable. It would be interesting if one could
make a more detailed connection between these two analyses.
Another interesting string-theoretic effect that is enhanced near the horizon of black holes is
string spreading. It has long been known that strings have an unusual property at large boost:
transverse growth [39, 40]. To address the information paradox, however, a non-local effect is
needed along the nice slice, in the longitudinal direction. Recently, it has been argued [12] that
a detectable level of root-mean-square longitudinal spreading of an early infalling string could
be measured by a late infalling detector.28 An interesting observation arising from kinematic
28See [11] for an exhibition of longitudinal non-locality in well-defined gauge-invariant S-matrix calculations.
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considerations is that in order to observe a breakdown of effective field theory one has to consider
processes involving secondary probes, i.e. a third system in addition to the early and late infallers
(such as e.g. a string emitted in the near- horizon region by the late infaller). It is tempting
to look for a connection between this result and our findings that non-adiabatically enhanced
production of open strings on nice slices between an early and a late infalling D-brane appears
only in extreme kinematic regimes. We leave this exciting possibility for future work.
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